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I) Narratives of Female Russian Employees in the Estonian Labour Market 

Kadri Aavik, Tallinn University 

 

Compared to other countries of Europe, Estonia has one of the largest numbers of immigrants – non-Estonians 

(mainly Russian speakers) constitute around one fourth of the population. This paper focuses on the career choice 

process and workplace experiences of female Russian employees in the Estonian labour market, which is one of the 

most segregated labour markets in the European Union, in terms of gender and ethnicity.  The highest and most 

prestigious positions in the Estonian labour market tend to be occupied by Estonian men, while the most marginal 

jobs are held by ethnic Russian women. However, by not consistently considering the category of gender as 

intersecting with ethnicity in analysing labour market segregation, this fact often remains unnoticed and 

unproblematised.  

This paper looks at the perspectives of the supply side of the labour market, focusing on the narratives of female 

Russian employees. In analyzing the narratives of Russian women, an intersectional approach will be used.  

Intersectionality is a theoretical approach that has attained an increasingly important position in the work of 

feminist scholars in the last two decades. It suggests that along with gender, other socially constructed categories 

contribute to social inequality and thus gender should not be taken as sole or primary category through which to 

study social inequality. Intersectionality is a concept that was originally coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1989 and 

used to analyse inequalities in the US context. It is a relatively novel concept in East Europe and has only recently 

begun to gain more attention in the analysis of gender. Thus, this paper  also asks how this relatively novel concept 

in East Europe, originally introduced by North American scholars, can be useful for the analysis of inequalities in a 

post-communist context? 

Drawing from the narratives of people at the intersection of the categories of gender and ethnicity, the paper seeks 

to understand ways how the disadvantage of Russian women in the Estonian labour market (as a post -Soviet labour 

market) is being reproduced (and or challenged). The paper seeks to answer the following questions, among others: 

How do Russian women narrate their experiences concerning their occupational choices and workplace 

experiences? How do they reproduce (or resist) implicit assumptions (related to gender and ethnicity) regarding 

certain positions or occupational areas? How does this group of employees perform their identities in the labour 

market? 

 

II) Female Migrants in Selected Host Communities in Nigeria: Some Issues for Consideration 

Omotosho Babatunde Joshua, University of Ado Ekiti 

Toyin Adefolaju, University of Ado Ekiti 

 

Marriage and economic reasons have pushed women from north central part of Nigeria and a few neighboring west 

African countries to certain villages in southwest Nigeria for farming and other economic purposes. This 

development raises some questions like:  what are their socio-demographic characteristics?, in what ways have they 

contributed to the social and economic development of their host communities? What are the challenges 

encountered in the process and how do they cope with these challenges.? This study therefore examined the socio-

economic and demographic characteristics of female migrants, social and economic contributions to the host 

community, challenges faced and coping strategies in four selected communities in southwest Nigeria. 



The study adopted quantitative and qualitative methods in gathering the data for the study. For the quantitative 

data, a total of one hundred and seventeen questionnaires were purposively distributed among  female migrants in 

selected communities. As regards the qualitative data, twenty In-depth Interview (IDI) sessions were conducted to 

complement the quantitative data. Further, 12 key informants (KII) comprising male and female indigenes and 

development workers in the selected communities were interviewed. Findings revealed that a majority of the female 

migrants were aged between 21 and 35 years. Further, 68.4 percent of the migrants were involved in farming while 

13.7 percent were traders. Explaining the reasons for migrating, 12.0 percent attributed it to farming purposes; 31.6 

percent claimed they migrated with their husbands; 28.2 percent attributed it to the need to earn a living and 7.7 

percent maintained that they migrated based on personal challenges. On what have been their contributions to the 

social and economic development of the host communities, 47.9 percent said they paid development levy regularly 

to the community; 37.6 percent argued they assisted their husbands in selling their farm produce; further 5.1 percent 

asserted they assisted in cleaning the environment. KII and IDI further revealed that the religious inclination of 

migrant women in these communities has attracted a number of social developments like building of schools and 

sinking of boreholes by missionaries. Chi-square further showed a significant relationship between age, location, 

country/region and contribution to socio-economic development. 

 

 

III) Ideologies of Race and Etnicity of Roma and Sinten-Romano Atmo-futurities as a Continuation of Past in Europe 

Gabriella Leneutre, Instituto Médico D.A.M.A.S., El Puerto de Santa Maria, Cádiz 

Due to my own family biography I am especially sensitive when it concerns the  postcolonials affairs of the Sinti 

and Roma people. Based on my family background I maintain all my live relationships with Sinti and Roma 

communities in France, Spain, and Germany.I have french nationality,i had made my university studies in Germany 

and i live and work  since 8 years in Spain. 

 

Through my work in Germany  as a  physian and medical psychotherapist with victims of Kosovo  -war  in and 

victims of   "postcoloniality-treatement " especially from Roma and Sinten population  in  France, Spain  and 

Germany. I was confronted daily with the violation of human rights of Roma people  My experience of transcultural 

work and cross-cultural work in Europe and India goes back several decades and I have been working in the field of 

therapy as a teacher as well as in other leading positions.  

 

„Continued and Continuing“ injustices suffered by the Rroma and Sinten: Concluding, I would like to add, that the 

persecution of this ethnic group has continued until this very day.  When the concentration camps 1945  opened 

their doors to the survivors of Roma people ,especially those from Eastern Europe, the social structure and clan life 

of the Roma and Sinten were deeply affected in their social and tribal culture, from which circumstance they have 

not recovered until today. For most of the survivors the families with their important social orientation and the 

therewith connected mechanisms of support and the related absorbant mechanismes for the individual in a hostile 

and „tzigano- phobe” society or anti -Roma society“ had been destroyed for ever. Several Eastern European tribes 

from the Lowari and Laleri had been wiped out almost completely and thus their traditional knowledge and 

customs, too, but especially the proponents of their cultural and spiritual ethnic identity.  In contrast to the Jewish 

victims of Nazi racism, reparations and help with integration were denied to the Roma survivors of the 

concentration camps. (German Supreme Court,1956 : „ …the deportation of Roma  and Sinti was not a persecution 

for racist reasons, but a preventive measure. „ sic!!!) very colonial  ideas ....Even after the war, Nazi war criminals 

declared the Rroma - Holocaust as legal. Thus, restitution and assistance in reintegration were declined in a 

discriminatory manner to those Roma who had survived the concentration camps.  The scandalous monster of 

post-war perpetrators even retrospectively legitimised the Holocaust as practised on the Roma! Even today the 



Roma have received no substancial reparations worth the name for the injustice and genocide perpetrated on this 

European ethnic minority. Dr. Robert Ritter, Nazi-chief think tank and researcher on race, the main responsible for 

the „final solution“ of the Gypsy problem, died, without ever having been sentenced, in Frankfurt in 1951.  

Police officials at the Department for Gypsies („Zigeunerabteilung“) in Berlin and similar institutions, who, just a 

few years before had assigned Roma to the concentration camps, remained in office, and either provided the federal 

police with their data or were welcome advisors inquestions of compensation and reparations. The persecution by 

functionarism and brains behind the scene and by bureaucrats and paper-pushers continued in Western Europe. 

Similar tendencies could be observed in Eastern Europe, although Roma were admitted to universities in several 

communist countries, albeit only after having denounced their Roma identity and having fused with the system. 

The Roma were forced to settle down and were controlled, there were cases of forced adoptions of Roma children 

and admissions to asylums and hospitals. 

 

After the fall of the Iron Curtain these attempts at emancipation and acceptation disappeared in communist Eastern 

Europe and the development went into exactly the opposite direction. With increasing socio economic tensions and 

difficulties the Roma once again became the scapegoats and the object of the projection of fears, objects of public 

prejudice that they had been the case for centuries. Punishing individuals and individual groups, blackmailing them 

as criminals was meant to impress and threaten others. The centuries - old discrimination and traumatizing of the 

Roma people have left their traces.e.g., like lack of education, inner emigration and being placed outside the life of 

the „Gadchos“. Thus the impoverishment and the so called lack of education have become the „trademark“, or the 

idolisation of a romantic transfiguration or a pseudo-realistically disguised discrimination, or a mixture of both. 

The persecution of Gypsies during the 3rd Reich was based on irrational and paranoid concepts and  

ideas, where as the modern persecution of this minority is based on a pseudo-realistic attempt at solving 

problems with the preferred strategies of control and expulsion as preventive element of the forces of public order, 

as even the vagrant lifestyle represents a suspicious „suspicious criminal activity“ or the usual behavioural form of 

permanent wandering of the Roma people triggered” suspicion of crime” actually in Europe. 

  

This, then explains the regular „pseudo-real“  identity checks and resulting surveillance from Romania to the 

suburbs of Paris with the same justification, supposed to serve as deterrant effect. Surveys among the population 

reflect increasing resentment and adversity and contact fears with these segregated groups of Roma people.  

 

 

IV) Urban (Re)newal and Megalopolises in the Global South 

Aditya Mohanty, Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kanpur and University College London 

Be it „New‟ Economy, „New‟ Middle Class or even „New‟ Media for that matter, newness seems to be the leitmotif 

of the post-industrial era. However following Castells‟ classic formulation of „space of flows‟ and „space of places‟, 

one is compelled to squint at the seeming spatio-temporal sublimation of the „old‟ for the „new‟. But the existing 

scholarship in the arena tends to bypass such developments as mere off-shoots of neo-liberalism. The present paper 

therefore proposes to operate through the lenses of „mimicry‟ as a tool of analysis, applied to an ethnographic study 

of urban restructuring in the Indian megalopolis of Delhi. 

The paper on its part especially focuses on the „Urban (Re)newal‟ and „New Urbanism‟ drives that are being pursued 

by the State and the Market respectively. To elaborate further, on one hand, the Indian State has of late, embarked 

on the World-Bank funded „Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission‟ (JNNURM) as an antidote to the 

dual city syndrome. But the present policy completely ignores the very specifics of urban renewal in developing 

countries like India. On the other hand, the Market through its real estate avatar (i.e., the DLF City Enclave in this 

case) has reinvented the suburbia by invoking a „phantasmagoria‟ of global life-style amongst the nouveau riche. 



Whether it is glitzy malls or branded home décor, the inflection of consumerist imagery is indeed compelling in 

such spaces. 

The paper elucidates upon these facets by interrogating the skewed operational dynamics of the JNNURM project 

and the „unintended consequences‟ of the growth of fringe cities. That is to say, if the former tends to close in the 

existing service delivery differentials within the cityscape, the latter nullifies it by unbottling the genie of 

gentrification and informalisation of urban spaces. 

 

V) Globalization and Self-identity in Culture 

T. I. Suslova, Tomsk State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics 

E.M. Pokrovskaya, Tomsk State University of Control Systems and Radioelectronics 

Looking for self-identity in culture is one of the main problems of globalization. Modern globalization is 

characterized by huge changes in the sociocultural sphere. It promotes national cultural replacement but this is not 

always positive, it often conducts to identity crisis. Globalization enables to reconsider individual and social 

identities during the life many times that causes non-finality and temporality.  

In the field of culture it gives possibility for unification to be combined with the local culture code, but somewhere 

local cultures resist globalization. Technical means today are able to globalize everything – science, culture, art, 

sport, tourism, fashion, etc. Mass-culture becomes global and universal, it is built on the basic institutes, relaxation, 

entertainment, and rest needs. Universality of Russian culture initially has trend to global problems of spirit, 

transcendent virtues, macrocosm, concliarism, principles of human-loving and unity in the sphere of spiritual 

improvement. In this meaning the globalization process in the domestic culture, implememting through mass -

culture, facilitates to identity change in Russia.  

 

In O.Appel‟s opinion, culture patterns are formed by generally valid universal values and those, which are of local 

culture tradition. Today modern domestic culture has malformed values and new culture artifacts. Domestic culture 

bases on those values traditionally, which have the generally valid universal character, because they find support 

there in the meaning field for their culture patterns, tradition and experience. This universality and general validity is 

significantly and diametrically opposite to mass-culture given by the West.  Simultaneously Russian culture having 

gained significance for other cultures since XIX century owing to their unique characteristics, contributes greatly to 

global mass-culture (western variant).  

As Toffler thinks, it is early to speak about culture globalization, now we have the trend for culture unification. 

While transition from peculiarity of local culture goes at the its junction with another culture. There are no formed 

globalization processes in everyday life, in the most we see keeping traditional stereotypes and standards. Different 

cultures are different aspects of borders with other, boundaries of self owing, where there is this or that type of 

subjectivity. Levinas differs Self and existence: Self is that which owns its existence, but existence is performed in 

those which the individual doesn‟t have. Then the consciousness considers the individual‟s relation to those he or 

she owns and to those which are out of its consciousness. These relations contradict each other. In “European 

mind” it is decided on the base of personal pattern – by the integration of such content into logical unity for 

keeping Self, but incompatible is eliminated, e.g. into unconsciousness. In “Eastern mind”, on the contrary, the 

essence of Self is brought out, so the consciousness appears as an impersonal emptiness, indifferent to incompatible 

content – inspiration. This is initial condition of mind, subjectivity is additional. Differences in the relations of 

western and eastern consciousness types explain differences in the sociocultural dynamocs. 

To conclude, notice that there are two possible approaches to the multicultural phenomenon. The first is from 



classical idea of culture interpretation as multiplicity of personal implementations of human being. The last 

supposes that a human, realizing as a personality has something that he or she doesn‟t own, so there are multiplicity 

of additional to subjective. The looking for universalism is the type of transaggression of any culture, motion to 

transcultural values formation etc.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


